RGC NEWSLETTER

2015 QUARTERLY

LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
riding that promotes the great name of the Blue
Knights.
For some of you in the northern part of the
conference, the riding season has been kicked off to
a great start with several months of riding still
left. For those of us in the southern part of the
conference, riding season is year-round for
us! Nonetheless, it has truly been an honor serving
as your Chairman for this first year, and I hope this
second year proves to be an even better one. We
have much in store for the conference to keep
moving forward and ensure that we represent the
great name of the Rio Grande Conference.
RGC CHAIRMAN
Anthony “Ninja Turtle” Cabrera

Greetings RGC!
I hope that everyone had a great time at the
conference in June. I'm also glad to hear that
everyone made it home safe.
This first year as Chairman has proven to me that
this great organization is capable of so many things!
I have kept up with many of you through your
Chapter Facebook accounts as well as your
personal ones. I have to say that you all are the
reason I don my colors every day and fly them
proudly. It is you commitment and tenacity while

I am still actively working on getting our first Mexican
Chapter off the ground in Mexico. But our honorary
member is still down there somewhere. Keep
spreading the name of our organization, and let our
brothers and sisters in blue who ride, know our ranks
could always use great officers!
If you are going to the International Convention in
Reno, Nevada, please look me up because I will be
there. As always, thank you for what you do day in
and day out. Nothing goes unnoticed because
someone is always watching out for you. But above
all, Ride With Pride!
Stay safe and God bless!
RGC Chairman
Anthony Cabrera
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the RGC. I ran into a lot of bad or otherwise outdated
contact information; but after a couple of weeks, I
reached out to each Chapter and got the updated
contact information for all of our RGC Chapters!
In June, at our Rio Grande Conference 2015 held in
Lufkin, I got to put faces to many of the voices I had
talked with in May. Susan and I had a super time
visiting with both long time and new friends in Lufkin.
Texas XXII put on an outstanding Conference.

RGC VICE CHAIRMAN
Larry “El Gee” Green

Blue Knights Law Enforcement Motorcycle Club

I didn't get to ride much during the conference. But
due to the rain, many of our riders got early showers
during their Friday and Saturday rides. Don't worry
about me missing out as I got plenty of rain on the
ride home to San Antonio Sunday!
If you didn't make it to Lufkin for the RGC 2015 you
missed a good time! With all due luck this rain will
give us a few breaks so we can get out and ride
soon!

Rio Grande Conference
Ride with PRIDE

As normal, if you or your Chapter needs my
assistance, please don't hesitate to call on me.
Earl W. Wade Sr.
RGC Secretary
Blue Knights LEMC

RGC SECRETARY
Earl “Bulldog” Wade

I got to talk to a lot of our RGC Chapter Presidents
in May as I was trying to get an updated President’s
List together to improve the communications within
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RGC TREASURER
Pete “Scooter” Gabriel

RGC INTERNATIONAL REP.
Chuck Doran

Hello All,

Blue Knights Law Enforcement Motorcycle Club

It was great seeing everyone at the RGC in Lufkin.
We had a great time and were able avoid rain for
most of the weekend.

Rio Grande Conference
Ride with PRIDE

We were also able to liquidate a big part of our TShirts, Patches, and Challenge Coins while we were
there. We brought in over $1300 for the weekend.
We still have a few shirts left, but the sizes are
limited. We also have both “new” and “old” RGC
Patches for sale as well.
If anyone is interested in purchasing any RGC
merchandise,
please
contact
our
new
Quartermaster – Jim Cluck.
I hope everyone has a safe riding season and if
anyone gets up to North Texas, give me a shout.
See everyone next year in Galveston... Ride With
Pride
Pete Gabriel
RGC Treasurer
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fifteen years, I have served as a Chaplain to the San
Antonio Police Department.
During that time, my understanding has become
clearer that being Law Enforcement is a calling. It is
a calling to enforce man's laws, which have their
origin in God's laws.
In reality, law enforcement officers are God's agents.
On a very basic level, that is who you are. That
makes the positive assumptions of the folks in the
elevator and countless others even more accurate.
Whether active, retired or serving in a support role, I
pray that each of us continues to serve with integrity
and courage and will always Ride with Pride.
RGC CHAPLAIN
Paul “Chappy” Worley

Dear Fellow Blue Knights,

Many blessings and be safe,
Chappy
Paul Worley
RGC Chaplain

With the RGC Convention in Lufkin in our very recent
past, I have many thoughts on my mind.
The first has to do with the Blue Knight reputation.
As my wife and I boarded the elevator in the
Hampton Inn during the first day, there were some
regular citizens that looked at us with some
wariness. I guessed they thought that, with all the
motorcycles and colors in the area, we were
"outlaws".
I took that as a natural reaction as the happenings at
Waco were so fresh on everyone's mind. I was
proud to reassure them that we are "the good guys”
– all law enforcement related.
They relaxed and began to tell us how safe that
information made them feel. Their second automatic
reaction was to assume certain positive
characteristics about folks who are in law
enforcement. I do not think this an unusual
assumption – We are the good guys!
That makes me proud to be a Blue Knight.
A related thought has to do with the recent massacre
in Charleston and the unmitigated evil that was
displayed there.
It is against evil that law
enforcement is expected to stand. For the last

RGC Editor
Jackie Goodman

Hello All,
I’m excited to be the new RGC Editor. Please don’t
hesitate to email me any suggestions and/or stories
and photos you’d like to see placed in the
Newsletter – both completed “events” and future
events you just want advertised. Don’t worry about
format and such, I’ll get it into the style that I need.
Please remember the recommended submission
time for the next Newsletter will be September 25th,
2015.
RIDE With PRIDE !!
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RGC CHAPTER NEWS
Blue Knights TX-I
Reporting for the first time in a long time, everyone
can rest assured that Texas #1 is alive and well in
the DFW Metroplex. Although we were almost
washed away with all of the rain in April and May, we
did keep our heads above the waters and we are on
our way now to a dry spell that is heating things up
and giving us some riding weather for our weekends
again.

We were a hit at the banquet, when we were the last
group to enter the conference center where the
banquet was held and we all had on various colored,
slotted plastic glasses that had flashing lights around
the top of the rim. We got all kinds of smiles and
comments along with numerous photos. Thanks to
International Treasurer John P.T. Gordon for taking
a group photo of us with the glasses on our faces.

We have started a raffle this year in lieu of
sponsoring a fun run to raise money for our charity,
the Metroplex Concerns of Police Survivors
(C.O.P.S.).

Although we had to split up for our journey back
home, everyone in our group made it home safely
and we began planning our get-away for the
International Convention in Reno, Nevada.

We decided that there is so much going on with other
clubs, bicycle and jogging rally’s, graduations and
weddings, unpredictable weather conditions, and
annual Blue Knight functions; that we would raffle off
a AR-15 rifle or a $600 cash gift card.

We also had a few members assist with a bicycle
rally in Springtown. The faculty of the High school
and a local dentist sponsored the event to raise
money for the High School Scholarship Fund.

The tickets are only $5.00 each and there are only
1000 to be sold. The winner will have their choice of
prizes but, if they choose the rifle, they must meet
the legal qualifications to own the weapon. We have
started out very well with sales but still have tickets
left if anyone would like to contact us for a mail-order
ticket. Send your checks or money orders (take your
chances with mailing cash) to Blue Knights TX #1,
P.O. Box 1265, Hurst, TX. 76053.
We missed out on our Memorial Day weekend ride
planned for Kansas due to rain and flooding. At least
10 of us (five couples) had planned to ride to
Lebanon, Kansas for a photo op at the marker for
the geographic center of the lower 48 States. As a
side trip on the way back for an overnight in Salina,
Kansas, we had also planned a stop at Cawker City,
KS, for a photo op with the largest ball of twine!
However, there was no way we were going to let the
weather stop us from attending the Rio Grande
Conference in Lufkin. We had a total of 13 members
present and had a great time. Our member from
Illinois showed up with his new girlfriend as part of
our group. He had moved there after retirement to
care for his aging parents. He’s a good boy!

There were probably 200 bicyclists and there were
four different routes to choose - from beginners to
Olympians. A six mile route up to a 74 mile route.
The run started about 8 a.m. and everyone was
finished and fed with a bar-b-que lunch by 2 p.m.
The Blue Knights of TX #1 have participated and
assisted with this rally for about five years and are
very appreciated. We ride back and forth among the
riders along the different routes to assist with health
issues, bike breakdowns or accidents. There was
blood during this year’s rally. I’ll stick to my throttle
grip versus self-propulsion.
Lastly, I have to be the bearer of sad news for Texas
#1, its History and also for some portion of
International’s background.
My dear friend and co-founder of Texas #1, Mort
Franklin, passed away in Chicago, Ill. on June 16.
Mort was a retired Chicago police officer and also
retired from the U.S. Navy. After his retirement he
wandered down to Texas and found the City of
Hurst. He set up a home and sent for his wife, Laura,
to come join him as he began working for the N.E.
Mall security staff in 1982.
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In 1983, the Hurst Police Department got a new
facility with a 24 hour jail and Mort was hired as a
full-time jailer to keep his nose in the police
business. I met him here and discovered that he
also rode a motorcycle.
As we did some charity rides in the area and began
to meet other police officers on motorcycles, he
asked me if I had ever heard of the Blue Knights. It
was new to me but he obtained the International
information from his old Chicago Chapter for us to
become Members-At-Large in Texas in 1984.
We moved quickly and obtained a Charter for Texas
#1 in 1985, and he nurtured me through the
beginnings until I had the confidence to help spread
the word throughout the State. Of course I had help
from others, but Mort was the man behind the
beginnings.
He was 85 years of age and reportedly went
peacefully in his sleep. He and Laura had moved
back to the Chicago area in 2008 and Laura
succumbed to many health issues in 2009.
Mort was such an interesting man that many
International members asked about him whenever I
would go to an International Convention without him.
He will be dearly missed, but I know he is happy
while Riding With Pride in Heaven 1.

We’ll share more after the International Convention
and Labor Day weekend. Until then, Ride Safe, Ride
Smart, and Ride With Pride!!!!
GENE FUQUA
BKTX#1
Blue Knights TX-IV
Blue Knights, West of the Pecos
By Ben Reisz
Near the end of March, Texas Chapters IV (San
Antonio), XXV (Schertz), Texas IX (Lubbock), and
their guests teamed up for a group ride to the Big
Bend National Park, TX, and area attractions.
Fifteen bikes left San Antonio early on a blustery,
rainy morning for the 450-mile ride to Alpine TX,
which served as home base for the group during the
three-day stay. Brad Taylor of Chapter IV put
together a superb ride that had been planned in
infinite detail.
The first stop on the road trip was a visit to the Judge
Roy Bean museum, just west of the Pecos River, in
Langtry TX. This is always a favorite rest stop for
anyone riding in this part of the State.

I’m sure Texas #21 is promoting their fundraiser,
Carnival Cruise from Galveston in their report in this
newsletter, but, just in case, the short story is…
… Benefitting the Ellis County Children’s Advocacy
Center, 7 day cruise on the Carnival Freedom out of
Galveston, Feb. 20 thru 27, 2016.
Debbie Fuqua is the selected travel agent handling
all reservations and/or questions. She can be
reached at 817-800-4510 or at her e-mail of
dgpromo@att.net .

Bean’s Courthouse/Saloon in 1896

Cabins are still available and it is not just for Blue
Knights; so invite the outside family and spouse’s
workmates! We are looking to raise a record amount
of support for the Children’s Center this time. Great
activities are being planned for unforgettable
memories and tons of fun for everyone.
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Bean’s Courthouse/Saloon Today

After crossing the Pecos River, it was on to Alpine
TX, where the Best Western served as home base
for the next three days.

At the McDonald’s Observatory

Other excursions brought us to sightseeing ventures
at Fort Davis and the Chisos Mountain Lodge in the
heart of the National Park. This place should be on
everyone’s bucket list. Easy to access and
tremendously entertaining.

Subsequent day trips took the group on a scenic
loop of the area, followed by an evening at Texas
University’s McDonald Observatory,
View from Chisos Mountain Lodge

All in all, it was a great trip and one that many of us
will long to repeat in the future.

At the McDonald’s Observatory

where a graduate student lit up the evening sky with
a green laser that seemed to actually touch key stars
in the heavens.
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Ride Participants

Many thanks to Brad and Bobbi Taylor who provided
an unforgettable experience; with only one mishap
in 1300 miles.
Ben “Trooper” Reisz, President
TX IV
SAFTEY NOTE:
On the return trip, the foot-peg from one bike
vibrated loose and bounced back thru the column.
The errant missile broke the lower faring of a
following bike and struck another, without apparent
injury or damage.
While no one was hurt, that thing weighed about a
pound and could have broken a leg or worse.
Please check your highway pegs and consider
using (Blue) Loctite on the threads.
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Blue Knights TX-XXXV
Blue Knights Texas XXXV has been busy for the first
part of the year. Since the beginning of the year,
there has been 22 group rides with a total of 8,079
miles traveled.
We sponsored the 2nd Annual Jaime Padron IronButt Run and the 5th Annual Blue Line Ride.
A total of $9,637.00 was raised during the two
annual events.
In an effort to honor a Fallen Officer and Blue Knight
Member, $7,000.00 was donated to the Jaime
Padron Memorial Scholarship.
The Concho Valley Home for Girls Emergency
Shelter received $2,112.00.
Nine (9) members traveled to Austin Texas and
participated in the Ride for the Fallen and the Police
Memorial Parade. One (1) member traveled to
Washington DC and participated in the 2015 Rollin
Thunder Run and other events hosted by Blue
Knights MD IV.
Brian Bylsma, President
Blue Knights Texas XXXV (San Angelo)

Run. Traveling east through Brady, Lampasas,
Johnson City and then west through Fredericksburg
and onto IH-10, all the way to the IH-20 intersection.
The travel went back east to Cisco, south to
Brownwood and then back to San Angelo. Three
groups of riders left at 10 minute intervals. One
group made the trip in eighteen hours, while two
other groups, of slightly older riders, made the trip in
21 hours.
Seventeen riders, including riders from Texas XXXV
and Texas XVII and one individual rider, raised
money that was later presented to the San Angelo
Area Foundation in a check for $7,000.00.
That money, plus monies from last year’s poker run,
have allowed several students from the San Angelo
area to benefit from the scholarship.
Several things I learned from this ride might make
others’ ride more enjoyable. First and foremost, get
in lots of saddle time before doing your 1000 plus
mile ride.
Next, make sure the route is something you will
enjoy.
And lastly, make sure you ride with other riders
whose company you enjoy. My group was a group
of older, more experienced riders who started out
with short breaks that lasted longer as the ride
progressed. Riding with other riders who ride like
you, and whose company you enjoy, made the ride
much more tolerable.
Although the ride took many hours of actual riding,
staying awake for that long a time, especially being
an older group; we were only able to do so by
laughing at every chance we could.

Blue Knights TX-XXXV (Member)
Johnny Rodriguez
First Time Iron-Butt Rider
On April 11, 2015, Texas XXXV hosted its second
annual Jaime Padron Iron-Butt Scholarship Poker
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Blue Knights TX-XLVI Activities

The second event we hosted, was our annual Blue
Line Poker Run and Auction.
That event raised money to benefit the Concho
Valley Home for Girls to the tune of $2,100.00.
Both events are annual events. More information
can be found by looking at our website,
www.blueknightstexas35.com.

Blue Knights TX-XLVI
Greetings Brothers and Sisters from a soggy
Rowlett, Texas Chapter XLVI;
Well as many of you know and have probably
experienced firsthand … RAIN… RAIN… and more
RAIN.

Mmmm… What is the Medal of Honor?
The Medal of Honor was created in 1861, early in
the American Civil War, to give recognition to men
who distinguished themselves "conspicuously by
gallantry and intrepidity" in combat with an enemy of
the United States.

We in the Rowlett area have had more than our
share. This has not stopped us from sharing a lot of
rides, laughter and bonding among ourselves as well
as with other Blue Knight Chapters.
Here is what we have been doing since our last
Newsletter.
On April 11th, several members rode to Gainesville,
TX for the Annual Medal of Honor Parade. If you
have never been to this, you are missing out. They
go all out and pay tribute to every war our soldiers
have fought and died for.
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According to the Medal of Honor Historical Society
of the United States, there have been 3,512 Medals
of Honor awarded to the nation's soldiers, sailors,
airmen, marines, and coast guardsmen since the
decoration's creation; with just less than half of them
awarded for actions during the four years of the Civil
War.
Thank you for all that has served and continues
to serve today.
On April 19th, several members made our destination
to Jefferson, TX, and what a fun trip this was.
Here is a little history on this old town.

If you make it out that way be sure to stop in for a
cold beverage and hot meal at Auntie Skinner’s.

The rich and diverse history of Jefferson, Texas is
told through numerous factual and romantic
accounts; including those that describe its dramatic
rise to prosperity during the mid-1800's, as the
States' largest and most significant river port.
This period of prosperity has come to be known as
"The Golden Era".
Jefferson erupted into a mid-19th century boomtown
with the help of a genteel, graceful society of
successful and well-bred families; a host of
nefarious opportunists and a rich assortment of
eclectic individuals, while offering a supply point and
doorway to settlers and immigrants looking for a new
life.
She was and remains, The Queen of the Bayou

On April 25th, it was time for the Blue Knights
Memorial Ride, and away some of our members
went. A very memorable tribute and a chance to
meet up with old friends while making new friends.
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I understand that our very own Gary Grant had the
opportunity to drive this custom machine. Yes, all
boast of a great time.

On May 2nd, it was onto Archer County for the Wild
Hog Cook Off. This was a great ride and some
interesting history also.

On May 16th it was time to ride to Wylie for the “Ride
Against Crime” benefit. Once again fun and bonding
were at a premium that day.
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Aww… and that brings us to the Rio Grande
Conference in Lufkin, TX June 11th – 14th.
If you attended you know what a great time we had,
and if you missed out going, you missed out BIG.

As you can see, we had a total blast. We went on
awesome rides, listened to great music, the
motorcycle games were fun to watch; ate
outstanding food, drinks were plentiful and our hosts
were nothing less than AWESOME.
Thank you Lufkin!!!!!!
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What do you do on a beautiful Saturday, that’s right,
you go on a ride.
This ride took 25 motorcycles from Texas XXXIX and
Texas XLVI to Carpenter’s Bridge on June 20th.
This brotherhood/sisterhood family is the best. No
matter where we ride to, there is a bond that is so
hard to describe at times.
So in a world that seems to spin out of control almost
daily, I can go for a ride with my brothers and sisters
and find good does still exist.
So until next time, be careful out there my brothers
and sisters.
Always keep those wheels on the road rollin,

Debbie Rule
Secretary TX XLVI, Rowlett
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RGC CONTACT INFORMATION
Chairman:

Anthony “Ninja Turtle” Cabrera
Texas XV
(956) 645-0469
blueknight749@gmail.com

Vice Chairman:

Larry “El Gee” Green
Texas V
(469) 585-7236
la_green@charter.net

Secretary:

Earl “Bulldog” Wade
Texas IV
(210) 416-7903
eww0001@aol.com

Treasurer:

Pete “Scooter” Gabriel
Texas XXXVIII
(972) 832-4503
pgabriel1390@yahoo.com

International Rep:

Chuck Doran
Texas II
(956) 245-0841
cdoran1443@sbcglobal.net

Quartermaster:

Jim Cluck
Texas XXXI
jimdcluck@gmail.com

Safety Officer:

Robert “Sarge” Knudsen
Texas XV
(816) 550-8956
bobknudsen@gmail.com

Chaplain:

Paul “Chappy” Worley
Texas IV
(210) 415-6136
raven44@gvec.net

Webmaster:

Robert “Trip” Hilliard
Texas XXXIV
robert@hilliard.com

Newsletter Editor:

Jackie Goodman
Texas IV
jgoodman3096@icloud.com
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